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STEADY STATE AEROTHERMOCEXMETRY FOR LIQUID 
BIPROPELLANT ROCKET MOTORS 
by 
V. D. Agosta and S, Z, Burstein 
ABSTRACT 
A model is proposed for  the combustion of a bipropellant spray in 
a rocket motor, 
the oxidant droplets , and the combustion gases, 
a r e  determined by assuming a diffusion controlled evaporating droplet; thus 
i t  follows that fuel vaporization serves  as the rate-controlling combustion 
process.  A Knudsen-Langmuir kinetic model is assumed for  the evapora- 
tion of the oxidant droplets. 
combustion of the evaporated propellants at the local O / F  ratio. 
solution to this problem requires solving the coupled equations for  heat ,  
mass and momentum t ransfer  for the fuel and o:cida?t droplets and vapors , 
and combustion gases  , and also the chemical equilibrium equations f o r  
varying oxidant-fuel ratio. 
is assumed. 
oxidant and fuel vaporization , and subsequent combustion , along the axis 
The model includes three subsystems: the fuel droplets , 
The fuel droplet ball ist ics 
The combustion gases  a r e  generated by the 
The 
One - dimens ional cornpr e s s ible g z s  dynamics 
The resul ts  of this analysis give the mass distri3ution of 
of the rocket motor, 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A 
cD 
C 
D 
E , e  
P 
V 
- G  
h 
ho 
V 
) 
K 
K 
g 
M 
m 
N 
Nu 
n 
Pr 
P 
Q 
a r e a  
* drag coefficient 
specific heat of liquid 
specific heat at constant p re s su re  
diffusion coefficient 
internal energy 
frictional force  on droplets 
mass  
gravitational constant 
enthalpy 
defined by Eq. (16d) 
thermal  conductivity 
coefficient of mass  t ransfer  
mean fi lm conductivity 
molecular weight 
mass  
molecular o r  droplet number 
Nus s elt number 
unit normal 
Prandt l  number 
p re s su re  
heat t r ans fe r  
heat t r ans fe r  f r o m  gas 
i ii 
-- 
__I- 
QL'X 
9 defined by Eq. (16b) 
1 atent heat of vaporization 
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Re Reynolds number 
universal  gas constant 
RO 
r droplet radius 
sc Schmidt numb e r 
S surface 
t t ime 
U gas velocity 
V 
w ,W 
We 
W 
X 
Y 
z 
z 
a 
6 
droplet velocity, molecular velocity 
work,  mass 
Webber number 
liquid surface velocity 
coordinate 
nondim ens ional d i s t anc e 
defined by Eq. (22b) 
defined by Eq. (22a) 
defined by Eq. (27) 
film thickness 
vis c o s ity 
volume, molecular population density 
P density 
U geometric standard deviation 
c? total mass of combustion gas flowing 
iv  
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Subs cript s 
C 
D 
d 
g 
i 8 j 8 K  
j 
4, 
S 
8 vap 
' 1  
critical state 
diffusing vapor 
droplet 
gas 
counting indices 
droplet group 
liquid 
surf ace 
vap o r i z at ion 
initial 
V 
Superscript 
0 stagnation 
. 
.. 
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STEADY STATE AEROTI-IERMOCHEMISTXY FOR LIQUID 
BIPROPELLANT ROCKET MOTORS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Ln this repor t ,  the model and theoretical equations describing 
the liquid propellant droplet bzllistics a d  the combustion gas behavior 
a r e  given. 
sented and the a r e a s  in which computational difficulties a r e  expected. 
Possible  modifications to the analysis a r e  given to allow f o r  injector 
An algorithm of the suggested solution technique is pre-  
- 
de sign. 
It is recognized that the aerodynamic, hydrodynamic and com- 
bust ion processes  occurring in a rocket motor a r e  so complex that at 
this t ime they do not adLrnit theoretical formulation. 
at hand is to  determine and reduce Lclese formulations consistent with a 
combustion spray model which retains the essential  character is t ics  of 
those processes  occurring in  a rocket motor. The development of the 
model and the equations will a l low,  a s  much as possible,  their  inclusion 
to the instability analysis,  their  modification f o r  injector design, and 
propellant evaporation relaxation. 
a propellant sp ray ,  droplet interaction is neglected, 
allows f o r  a concentrated region of droplets to  occur in a cha-mber; 
however, the condition that their evaporation ra tes  a r e  cumulative can 
give a quantitative e r r o r ,  
) 
Thus the problem 
In the evaporation and combustion of 
This assumption 
(Refer to  the work of Toong and of Gerstein). 
In steady s ta te  operation, it is fclt that the occurrence of the above 
2 
situation is not significant. 
Combustion in a rocket motor is controlled in par t  by the 
evaporation processes  of am arbi t rary number of fuel and oxidant drop- 
le t s  which have been injected into the chamber. The evaporation of 
these droplets is  affected by their immediate environment, which is 
composed of hot, high velocity gases. 
is  generated by these evaporating and combusting propellant droplets; 
thus a strong coupling exists between the aero3ynamics of the gas 
s t r e a m s ,  hydrodynamics of the propellant j e t s ,  evaporation of the drops ,  
The environment, however, 
and combustion. 
evaporates at a significantly faster ra te  than the other, 
will stabilize in those regions which contain gas mixtures within the 
limits of flammability. . 
In most propellant systems one liquid component 
Thus a flame 
> 
For  hydrazine -nitrogzn tetroxide pr  opellant combinations , the 
nitrogen tetroxide has  a higher vapor pressure  than hydrazine; thus,  
in a similar aerothermodynamic environment, i t  will vaporize at  a 
f a s t e r  rate.  
ultimately shroud the hydrazine droplets. 
One may then envisage that a f lame wil l  propagate and 
The combustion model reduces 
to  a fuel droplet surrounded by a combustion gas-hydrazine vapor mixiuse 
which in turn is shrouded by a flame, and beyond the flame a mixture of 
combustion gases  arid nitrogen tetroxide ( o r  dissociated co.mponents) 
vapor. Starting with the oxidant droplet ,  it is t h e n  considered that it 
evaporates into a combustion gas-oxidant vapor misture  which mixes 
with the combustion gases according to Gibbs-Dalton's Law. At a point 
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0 where dissociation becomes significant, e. g. , 2500 R ,  a chemical reaction 
t&es place between tile oxidant vapor and the combustion gases. 
this point and proceeding along the outward radial  direction, a combustion 
gas temperature is attained corresponding to the adiabatic flame tempera- 
tu re  at the local O / F  ratio and satisfying the requirements of thermody- 
Beyond 
namic equilibrium. This concentric spherical  film around the oxidant 
droplet se rves  to define an  effective heat t ransfer  coefficient for  heat 
t ransfer  to the drop,  and equally important, s e rves  to determine,  f r o m  
kinetic theory, an equivalent accommodation coefficient. Although the 
whole heterogeneous field is reacting chemically, the mzjor  degree of , 
reaction ( o r  chemical energy liberation) occurs  in the fla.me shroud 
surrounding the fuel droplet, 
both heterogeneous systems (liquid propellants and gases) and ?remixed 
systems (fuel vapor and combustion gas between droplet sErface and 
It is seen  that the above model contains 1 
flame). 
instability is dependent on the wave geometry and velocity (wave 
The participation of these sys tems into supporting coixbustion 
residence time). 
As stated previously, the evaporation of propellant sprays is 
t reated as a summation of the vaporization of individual droplets. The 
general  reliability of droplet drag and evaporation rate  correlations fo r  
single droplets ,  when applied to sprays ,  is suspect; In previous work 
(Burstein,  Ezaznmer, and Agosta) the use of these correlations gave 
calculated p res su re  his tor ies  within five percent of experimentally 
measured  p r e s s u r e  histories. The liquid propellant in the droplets is 
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completely mixed, uniform in temperature and composition and t ransport  
properties. The l a t te r  a r e  functions of temperature,  F o r  the relaxation 
determination in the droplet evaporation rate, this assumption of thermal  
uniformity is not made. The gaseous film between the droplet surface 
acd the flame sheath consists of combustion products and fuel vapor. 
Since the dissociation components and ra tes  for  the hydrazine a r e  not 
:known (Wagner, Gray) a simple mixture is assumed for these gases. 
The fuel vapor concentration manifests itself as a par t ia l  vapor pressure  
in this region. Adiabatic flame temperatures  (allowing for  heat t ransfer)  
a r e  assumed at  the outer boundary of the fil-m, The stagnation tempera- 
t u re  of the bulk gas  is determined f rom heai t ransfer  considerations and 
mixing with evaporation-decomposition products of the oxiiant. The 
static p re s su re  and temperature a r e  determired f rom the fluid dynamics. 
The approach i s  one-dimensional. Clearly,  this assumption is 
not valid near the injector face. F o r  any particular injector and com- 
bustion chamber design, a study must be made of the interdir'fusion of 
chemical species and the role played by turbulent mixing. 
f r o m  this study will then be used either as perturbations in the steady 
The resul ts  
flow equations, o r  as delineating geometrical regimes with different 
propellant-combustion gas compositions. 
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TALY TIC FOR IZULATION 
In this section the equation describing the processes  contained in 
the combustion model are given. 
A. Gas Dynamics. 
F r o m  a volume of gas containing liquid dyoplets a volume element, 
The droplet is evaporating ar?d the 6v, is selected containing one droplet. 
ensuing vapors a r e  burning. The gas and droplet velocities a r e  5 and 7, 
respectively, ar,d the velocity of the droplet boundary with respect to t h e  
droplet center of mass is W ( see  Fig. 
given by 
. 
1). The conservation of mass is 
where p is the gas density, p 
6 s  
on the boundary of the gas. 
the liquid der,sity and assurnea constant, 
g L 
a surface element on the droplet boundary, and 6 s  a surfzce element 
4 
By means of Gauss) s theorem, Eq. (1) 
becomes 
It is assumed that no gaseous mass  exists in the droplet volume elemext; 
thus, 
I n  the following symbols for the gas no subscript  g is used. J 
6 
\ 
v 
9 
R- \ "  
W 
\ A  8v P 
FIG. I THE DROPLET MODEL 
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F o r  the one-dimensional case,  Eq. (2) becomes 
a a 
at ax 8X - (PA) + - ( p u A )  =.?, 
where 
It is noted that 
7 
where r is the droplet radius. 
determined f rom a coupled transport  processes  program describing 
Thus the right-hand side of Eq. (3)  is ) *  
d r oplet ballistic s . 
Fro= n'ewton's second law the chaage ~i momentum of t::e droplet 
gas system is equated to  the s u m  of forces  acting on the systeAm, 
where 'i; is the droplet velocity and p the p re s su re  assumed continuous 
throughout the volume element. Expanding t h e  t e r m s  in Eq. (6) and again 
using Gauss' s theorem gives 
8 
In the droplet-gas system the mass source for  the gas is equal to  
the mass sink for the droplet; thus,  
The droplet momentum var ies  c'ue to a drag force  acting on the drop,  and 
this is defined by 
Combining Eqs. ( 3 ) ,  (4), { 7) ,  and ( 8 ) ,  the momentum equation becomes,  
fo r  the one-dimensional case  1 
where  F E s f6x, o r  by expanding the t e r m s  
The energy equation is obtained f rom the F i r s t  Law of Thermodynar.ics: 
dEo + d W  d Q d v -  - j  ----+J -ljV 
dt v dt Jv dt V 
where  Q is the heat t ransferred and is defined below, Eo the internal 
energy of the droplet-gas system, and W the work done by the gas. The 
3 
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chznge of the internal energy of the system is 
Combining the above expression ( 11) with Eq. (2) gives 
O )  
d(e'-vap is the heat t ransferred to ' the droplet 1 P&bv& dt where the t e r m  
a V 
and goes toward heating and evaporating it. The heat t raqsferred f rom the 
) sys tem can be wri t ten as 
where 
vaporization of the droplet mass entering the gaseous system. 
done by the gas  is 
is the heat t ransferred from the gas and Q, is the latent heat of 
The work 
It is assumed that the droplet mass does work on the g a s  during evaporation 
and moves at the gas velocity u. Thus, on expanding the surface integrai  
. .  
1 
_. 
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and using Gauss 's  theorem and Eq. (Z), the following expression results: 
P P - -  d y  - =I ( i i . v P ) w - j  g [ L  J o - ( p & z ) a v  - - dP3 6v 
4 dt S ! V '&6yLdt V P av X p d s t  
.t 
( 15) 
I, d y  - 
[ V . ( p . e " ) ] d v  + p . 6 v  - * v .  L J, .C dt 
4 v Pvapor .e 
- s  
Substituting expressions (9a) ,  (12) ,  (13) ,  and (15) into Eq. ( l o ) ,  and 
assuming one-dimensional flow, gives 
q = p A - + + [ h  deo au o - h v ] + u A - - - A - t f v  o a D  dP 
dt ax ax P dt 
1 
I 
I -  
B. Fuel  Droplet Ballistics. 
Next, one considers the heat t ransfer  effects on the fuel droplet. 
The drop is injected into the hot combustion gases  at a fair ly  low tempera- 
t u r e  and hence an initial heating-up perisd is expected, provided that the 1 
where 
and 
I, 
O P  h O = e  t - ,  
P 
h o = e L t Q  0 + P 
V Pvapor - 
An alternate f o r m  of Eq. (16a) which is more  suitable is 
a a 
a t  ax v ax q = - ( pAeo) t - ( pAuho) - ho t fv  . 
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1 
injection temperature  is lower than the wet-bulb temperature  of the fuel. 
Heat t ransfer  processes  a r e  assumed to  be predominantly by 
convection, and the net direction i s  from the combustion gzses to  the drop. 
Call this quantity of heat, q. 
(SI), while pa r t  is used to vaporize the liquid, (%). 
Some of this energy actually heats the drop,  
Finally, some of the 
energy is used to heat the diffusing fuel vapor,  (q ). 
energy ( q  drop group is 
Therefore,  the D 
th. ) that a r r ives  at  the surface of the j 
TP 
If K is the conductivity through the f i lm,  and A, the drop a r e a ,  then 
where T is the film temperature at  position y,  and y i s  the fraction of the 
film thickness; i, e. , y = r / 6 ,  6 being the total film thic-mess, and r a 
radial  position in the film, 
drop,  at temperature  T,, 
constant throughout the film, then 
w is the ra te  of diffusing fuel vapor f rom the 
If the specific heat of the fuel vapor c is 
P1 
m 
After integration and rearranging, it gives 
V l T O  D. A G O S T A  1 
where 
Z 
wc 
z -  
z = -  P1 and . Z = -  
K 4  e -1 
12 
The t e r m  KA,( T-T,) in Eq. (21) is the total heat t ransfer  f r o m  the bulk 
gases to the drop. 
factor applied to the heat transfer coefficient K ,  which was defined for  
the case without mass  t ransfer .  An experimental correlation of tnis f o r m  
is used to obtain the heat transfer coefficient which i s  the n'usselt number 
Z It is seen that the t e r m  z / ( e  - 1) i s  that correction 
. for  heat traiisfer, 
9, = hA,(T-Te)Z 
where 
1/ 2 2hr 
Km 
( "u)h = - = 2 -I- 0.6 ~ r l ' ~ ~ e  . 
It is noted that the coefficient of heat transfer h i s  sLustitutei for  1 ie con-. 
ductivity K. E e r e  re  i s  the droplet radius; h i s  the fi lm coefficient; Km 
L 
cPp is the mean f i lm conductivity; Pr = -- -  is the Prandtl  number,  and 
K 
is the Reynolds number. 2 r  lu-VI R e  =.T 
IJ.9 
The Lemperature of the drop will vary in t ime since the sensible 
energy of t he  drop is related to the heat transfer.  
in t ime,  then 
If the drop is followed 
where c1 is tile specific heat of the liquid and m1 is the instantaneous mass 
of the drop and t is the time. An energy balance around the d'rop yields a 
13 
relation for  q1 in t e r m s  of X, the lztent heat of evaporation. 
Since the radius of the drop,  r 
the drop,  v ,  a r e  necessary pieces of information for  the computation of the 
the diffusion r a t e ,  w ,  and the velocity of 
S’ 
heat t ransfer  through the f i lm at any instant, a knowledge of the amount 
of mass t ransferred by tile drop to the bulk gas must be known. On a semi- 
empirical  bas i s ,  the diffusion rate is usually given as 
w = K  Alp la  
g 
where K 
f rom the following equation: 
is the coefficient of the mass t ransfer ,  and can be determined 
g 1 
Equation (26) is based on pure fi lm diffusion while thermal  diffusion 
(Dufour effect) is neglected, 
last two equztions: M 
Sc =L is the Schmidt number; p1 is the vapor p re s su re  at the liquid 
drop  temperature;  and a is a correction factor to accom-t fo r  the uni- 
The following notation has been used in the 
is the molecular weight of the diffusing vapor; 
g 
Dvp 
directional diffusion process  rather than just  considering the equimolar 
diffusion coefficient, K a is given which is computed f r o m  Eq. (26). 
g’ 
as 
P P a =- Ln- 
P1 P-P1 
14 
The values of D 
techniques recommended by Eirschfelder , Curt iss  and S i r d  , n Molecular 
Theory of Gases and Liquids , " John Wiley. 
t!ie diffusion coefficient, were  obtained by using the 
V' 
If one defines a reduced 
1 - -1 - 
temperature  TR as T/(  TcaTcb)5, where T = (T1+T) and in  addition, if,  
f o r  a two-component system the cr i t ical  teAmperatures, p re s su res ,  and 
molecular weight a r e  known, then the diffusivity is 
Here ,  Pca, To, and Ma a r e  the cr i t ical  p re s su re ,  temperature ,  and 
molecular weight of ';ie fuel; p and X,- a r e  the average cr i t ical  cb' Tcb' r, 
1 
p r e s s u r e ,  temperature ,  and molecular wei2;::t of t h e  products of combustion. 
It is seen then that to evaluate mass I ransfer ,  a knowledge of the 
heat t ransfer  , radius ,  and velocity of the droslet  at any instant is required. 
Consider the change in tile radius of the drop with t ime,  which can be 
computed f r o m  the continuity equation fo r  the liquid drop ,  
FIere, v1 = 4/3 nr3 is the volume of the liquid drop, The mass that is 
combusting p e r  drop is (wht), and the total  rr,ass that has  combusted is 
m 
W = t(wAt)Nj 
j 
VlTO D .  A G O S T A  I )  
where N; is the number of drops per  second flowing in the combustion 
J th nx 
process  for  the j class. q = I Wdx is t h e  total mass combusted (per  
"0 
xiit time) up to  a position x in the combustion chamber. This position 
15 
is aieasured f rom the injector face, 
Introducing the radius in t e r m s  of the volume of the drop,  the 
variation of r with respect to time may be expressed in t e r m s  of the 
evaporation o r  diffusion r a t e ,  w. 
siderations and the tem2erature variatioil dT/dt , tile la t ter  being obtained 
w is obtained f rom mass t ransfer  con- 
f rom heat t ransfer  considerations. 
Since dp,/dT, < 0 ,  the drop radius will f i r s t  increase i n  t ime due to the 
heating up of the drop and then wil l  decrease as the f i r s t  t e r m  on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (31) predominates. 
The velocity of the droplet at any instant during the evaporation 
process  is necessary  to the calculation of the correlations of heat and 
mass t ransfer ,  Aerodynamic drag forces  will either slow the droplets 
down or speed them up, depending on the sign of the relative magnitude 
of the gas velocity compared to the droplet velocity, v. 
m- i n e  force exerted on a sir,gle spherical  drop of mass m l ,  is 
From aerodynamic theory,  the drag  force 
( U-V)> 
. 'D exerted by a moving fluid on an immersed body is C A9 -  D 2 
is the coefficient of drag  for a given shape, and is a function of the 
Reynolds number. A i s  the cross-sectional a r e a  of the body, i. e. , ( n r2 ) ,  
. 
V l T O  D. A G O S T A  16 > 
and p is the density of the fluid. 
an equation expressing the dynamic behavior of the droplets 
By equating the two forces ,  one obtains 
E e r e  C 
is given as 
is the instantaneous drag coefficient for  the liquid droplets and D 
- 27 -m ( 33) 
R e- 
when 6 <Re  < 400, This condition is readily met in the present computations, 
as the mean value of Re = 150. 
The drop velocity lags behind the gas velocity over most of the 
c o m b s t i o n  chamber ,  except near the injector face ,  where the gas velocity 
is low. In the regions where the drop velocity lags behind the gas velocity, 
it was felt  that the drop might shatter due to large shear  forces,  
addition, drop breakup can occur if the tennperature of the fluid became 
In 
supercrit ical ,  
cr i t ical  point without reduction of the surface tension, i. e. , t o  the point 
Liquid temperatures could not physically go to the 
where droplet stability is impaired. Therefore,  provision was made for  
the droplet to be replaced by an a rb i t ra ry  number of smaller  drops of 
equal mass whenever a stability cri terion was exceeded. The Yleber 
number is the stability cri terion used, since it is a ratio of the aerodynamic 
p res su res  over the surface of the droplet compared t o  the surface tension 
I 
acting through the curvature ,  i. e. , 
W e  = 2r s( u - v ) ~  p 
Ul 
3 
- -  --- _ _  _A. _I _,L 
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The drop size distribution in  the fuel spray  will be treated in a similar 
manner to thzt of the oxidact, which is presented below. 
C. Oxidant Droplet Ballistics. 
The evaporation analysis for  the oxidant is given below. On the 
basis of kinetic tkeory,  it can be shown that when a uniform gas with no 
mass motion ~2 bounded by a surface , the mass of molecules striking a 
unit area of t l a t  surface can be givenby 
. G = (1/4)mvT ( 35) 
1 i  
. where G is the mass of the ensemble of molecules,  LI the molecular mass, 
v the molecule population density, znd 7 the average velocity. The ideal 
) equation of state 
p = pRoT/M 
and 
p = v m  
gives 
( 3 7 )  
where  p is the gas p re s su re ,  p the gas density,  Ro the universal gas constant , 
M the molecular weight, and T the gas  temperature. 
The assum;>tions used in the evaporation analysis a r e  given below: 
( 1 )  The accommodation coefficient is initially unity, This 
zssumption will apply to any existing undissociated oxidant. 
that some of the oxidant dissociated components can dissolve into tne 
droplet; however , f o r  the droplet temperatures  envisaged , this amount 
will be very  small and thus negligible. Theoretically, for  the first few 
It is recognized 
V l T O  D .  A G O S T A  
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i ntcrvals for  thermodynamic 
18 
corformity, it is expedient to use this 
assum?tion , even though f rom a Fractical viewpoint its effect can be 
negligible. After the first interval the accommodation coefficient will . 
adjust according to the gas-vapor composition on the droplet surface. 
(2 )  The rocket engine chamber wall te-mperature is constant 
during the propellant evaporation, 
( 3 )  A steady state calculation is  made employing oxidant 
droplet ballistics Sased on the propellant distribution given below and 
requiring about 95 percent of the propellants to evaporate. 
of tiiese calculations give tic propellant drop sizes. 
drop  s ize  distribution is chosen 
The resul ts  
A logarithmiconormai 
where R is the percent mass in drops smaller  than given radius r ,  
- 
r the drop radius , r the mass median drop radius and (J the geometric 
standard deviation, 
of drop s izes  s o  that drop histories can be calculated. 
The spray is divided into several  different groups 
The s izes  a r e  ob- 
tained fro- t h e  logarithmic probability distribGtion function as thos average 
radi i  for  which R , the percent mass  in drops srnzller than the radius,  is , 
say, 30 , 70 a-ild 95 percent. Thus the radii  for  R equal to 3 0 ,  70 ,  and 95 
percent a r e  obtained f o r  a given (J and r, 
a r e  selected to  represent  each group which have been chosen so  Liat, 
corresponding to the above quantities, 30 percent of the mass exists in  
the first group, 49 percent in the second group, and 30 percent in the last 
Then tile ari thmetic mean radi i  
VlTO D .  A G O S T A  19 
group. The mass  conservation law is then employed to determine the 
n m b e r  of drops in each of the drop s ize  groups, Thus, f r o m  the dis- 
tribution function fo r  given values of (3 and r, the drop s izes  a r e  obtained. 
The nurnber of drops N. in  each group is determined by 
b 1 
N. 1 = wi/(4/3)rrr3p (49) 
where W .  i s  the mass  of drops in each group. The total mass of drops 
1 
in the three groups,  i. e. , the droplet ensemble is 
3 
F 
I w = L w.. 
j J1 
i = 1  
which is the m a s s  of liqzid pro?ellant injected during the jth interval of 
time, The number of drops in each group is zccordinly determined. 
The total number of drops during the J . th interval is 
i =1  
In zddition, the drop  surface a rea  before evaporation occurs  is 
A..  = 4nr2N = 4nrz(Ni/N.)N. 
J1 i i  J J  
A. = L A.. = KaN. 
J 31 J 
i = l  
(43) 
( 44) 
( 4) Time intervals a re  taken short  enough so that all properties 
remain essentially constant during that interval. 
( 5) The molecular weight of the "vapor"  is determined f r o m  
Since the molecular weight of the dissociation components of the oxidant. 
. 
I 
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the vapor p re s su re  is l e s s  than the bull: gas p re s su re ,  combustion gas 
products a r e  a lso colliding in the oxidant droplet. 
calculation for  equilibrium conditions must thus be made. 
A thermocilemical 
20 
( 6 )  The gas evaporates at the sar;le temperature as the liquid 
cirops f rom which it is evolved. 
( 7 )  The oxidant jet bredcup is instantaneous arid complete 
at  t ime zero. 
( 8 )  The solution proceeds f rom known initial conditions to 
calculate new values of properties at the ecd of the first t ime interval. 
The new values a r e  assumed as initial conditions for  the second time 
interval,  and so on to completion. 
F r o m  Eq. (38) the amo-wit of evaporation occurri;>g in a finite time interval 
is given by 
. -- 
= <.0578[Pv(Td) - P ( T  )]dM/TdJAdAt. evap g g  G 
j kp res s ing  tile drop a r e a  as  a function of radi i  total injected weight flow 
and density, the total evaporation occurring during the Xth time interval 
is given by 
3 N  
and 
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where pv( Td)ijN- 1 is the vapor pressure  measured at the temperature  of 
tlie ith size drop of the j tI1 group at the end of the IT-1 t ime interval. 
The above expression (47) yielcls the evaporation during the h $11 
t ime ir-terval fo r  each of the various sized dro?s ,  in each of the j groups 
( 1 < j (N). 
the initial drop ensembles become completely eva2orated as t ime increases.  
j can start at a number higher than 1, since it is possible that - -  
P r e s s u r e ,  tem2erature  and radi i  a r e  evaluated at the end of the previous 
tiArne interval,  (N-1). Whenever j=A-, dro? ra2ii  2nd temperature  a r e  given 
by the initial conditions, since a slug of mass iizs just  bee2 injected into the 
charnber, The heat transeer to the oxidant <ro;?et is treated in  a similar 
manner as that to the fuel droplet, 
the "film" zround the droplet, and the t e r q e r a t c r e  of the outer edge of the 
A question a r i s e s  as t o  :he tliickeness of 
"film, 11 
D. Thermochemistry,  
This mat ter  was discussed above an2 requires  fur ther  study. 
There now remains the chemistry to be determinz2, Sir,ce tke 
osidant evzporatiori ra te  is greater than that of the fuel,  then ccmbustion 
occurs  at various O / F  ratios. This coadition ,nust be reflected in the 
chemistry of combustion. It is envisaged a t  this t i n e  to  consider ,  at any 
spacial  interval in the cna-mber , a -mixqure of o::idar,t rich.bulk gases ,  
plus an increment of fuel and oxidant as determined f r o m  their  respective 
ball ist ics,  A *mixture of these  1'threel' components will  occur ,  their  
propert ies  being determined by solving the thermodyna-mic chemical 
equilibrium equations for  the atomic constituents, It is seen that corn- 
bustion occurs at oxidant r ich  conditions, the design O / F  rat io  being 
1 
approached toward the completion of combustion, i, e. , the disappearance -.) 
k 
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of t h e  fuel droplets, 
cc-T-ponents which occur ia an oxidant r ich reaction. 
in that at the present  t ime t h e  concentrations of the dissociation cozxponents 
of iiydrazine a r e  not wel l -hown.  
yield simple combustion products and excess oxidant a lso t e i d s  to decom- 
Thus the equilibrium equations should reflect those 
This i s  fortuitous 
In addition, fuel lean mis tures  tend to  
pose into its elements. 
Recent experiences have shown that use of a subr0utin.e containing 
the equilibrium chemical calcdzt ion requires  a prohibitive amount of 
computer time. 
~ 0 ~ ~ 1 3 ~ s t i 0 i l  constituents be compiled and used ia the thermochemical 
subroutiiie. 
to conserve computer t ime,  it would be more  efficient if a table were  
se t  up containing tile functional values of the mthalpy and the pressure.  
I s t r e s s  this point because an inordinate axount  of computer time ( 2  hours 
of E M  7094) w2s consupAed in iterations i;l tke gas dyxa-mic-thermo- 
chemic a1 subroutine s. 
It is suggested that a table of enthalpy-pressure- 
These should be availaSle for  vzrious 0l.F ratios. IE orde r  
IiI. DESCRPTIOK OF COiviPUTATION VORK 
The overal l  algorithm f o r  the calculation is shown on Figure 2. 
A f i r s t  guess is made on the oxidizer droplet evaporation profile and on 
tile gas properties.  Based on these guesses ,  a f.uel droplet evaporation 
profiles is calculated. From this profile and f r o m  the assumed oxidizer 
evaporation profile,  the g a s  properties a r e  recalculated. 
propert ies  do not match thz assumed ones,  t h e  fuel droplet evaporation 
profile is recalculated using the new gas properties. 
If these gas 
The check and 
~ 
_. -- 
I -  
I 
I 
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recalculation is repeated u t i 1  the gas pro2erties no longer change f r o m  
one calculation to  the next, 
recalculate the oxidizer droplet evaporation 2rofile. 
eva2oration profile replaces the origixaiiy assumed one, and the gas 
properties a r e  again recalculated. 
Tnis final set  of gas properties is used to 
This new oxidizer 
If the n e w  g a s  properties match the 
previously calculated ones , the calculation is fiiiisiied. If they do not 
match , the original oxidizer evaporatior, profile is  replaced by the latest  
calcclated vers ion,  thc p s  ?ro??rties zre re?laced by tzie newly calculzted 
ones , and the calculation s ta r t s  all over zgzki f rom the beginning. 
It may be 2ote.d that ,  in tSs  a1gorXizrA, the fuel evaporation pro- 
f i lz  is calculated rnaiiy more  times than is the oxidizer evaporation profile. 
The reason for &his is that tL2i-e is a much greater likelihood of guessing 
the oxidizer evaporation profile accurztely at t:x s ta r t  than the fuel 
evaporation profile, Thus,  this algorithm would tend to  Ilzii+-aize the 
alrnount of computer t ime required for  tAe overall computation, since it 
would minimize the number of t i x e s  the g2s 2rcTerties a r e  reczlculated. 
The gas property calculation is the most t i n e  consuming par t  of the ?rograrL. 
In the various pa r t s  of the com;,uter program the differeEtia1 eqna- 
tions representing hea t ,  m a s s ,  aiid momestu-n balances are 'wri t ten in 
difference form,  The rocket chamber is iivkied iato a number of sxnall 
increments.  The difference equations, vaitten for  an increment ,  a r e  used 
to  generate propert ies  at the end of each increment when the properties 
at the beginning of the step a r e  given, 
. 
h this way, we s t a r t  a t  the injector 
face  and proceed downstreazrn until we reach the nozzle and match the 
I 
boundary condition prescr ibed at the sonic point. I ]  
. .._- I 
1 
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This solution logic is quite preliminary and requires a grea t  deal 
It is discussed here because as a f i r s t  approach, it has  of modification. 
worked. 
This defect will be overcome. 
It suffers f r o m  requiring an excessive amount of computer time. 
Subsequext t o  this computation, a primitive model was constructed. 
It is shown in Figure 3. 
ra te  (s tep fuiiction) while using a constant O / F  rat io  throughout the 
chamber. 
It is based on an  assumed oxidizer evaporation 
This iinplies that the chemistry is known f o r  all t imes,  Solu- 
t i o x  can be obtaiiied on the order of . l  hours. 
Tile assuin2tion concerning the evaporation of the oxidizer may 
be valid when the oxidizer has  characterist ics which distir;guish it readily 
. f r o m  the fuel,  i. e. , the ra te  controlling assurilption is 'kiowx to  be valid. 
- .  
In some c a s e s ,  neither fuel nor oxidizer is rz te  controlling. ---exec, it 
is not a reasona3le p roce iu re  t o  c a r r y  out a complete calcularion involving 
ic i terates  f o r  the fuel based on an assumed osidizer rate. 
It is proposed t o  c a r r y  out the computation in a parallel  fashion 
ra ther  than in the se r i a l  procedure shown ir, F igures  2 and 3. The effect 
of the variable O/  F ratio will be taken into account through table bookups 
f o r  specific heats, enthalpies and molecular weights at a constant p r e s s u r e ,  
ra ther  thzn a calculation of the minimization of Gibbs F r e e  energy fo r  
(T.p)  variable, 
the chamber ,  especially in and near  the injector face. 
It is fel t  that the variation of p re s su re  will  be small in  
J 
The paral le l  procedure will involve a complete solution (with the 
zbove table hookups) at each step (with and without droplet brezlrup). 
type of calculation will do away with the ma jo r  amount of comguting time 
This 
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speilt calcclating complete his tcr ies  based on initially poor data. 
Once we know a 2002 zppro:;imatior, t o  tlie solution, the-mistry 
can be swiIched as a final compctztion I ; ” S S  is made f o r  all the p dro? groups 
i:i the chamber ( s e e  Figure 4). 
. . ._- . I . - ------.I 
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